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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Lance, a large black and white Newfoundland dog
comes from a long line of dogs that have saved people from drowning. He has no doubt that he can
protect his new owners as well: My Lady and her two grown children, Lucilla and Warner. But then
he hears of something new that everyone in Charlottesville, Virginia, is talking about-war. The
plantation home where he lives changes from a sleepy world of frequent guests discussing the latest
crops, to heated talk about the coming conflict. The neighbors are sure the Confederates will win in
only a short time. Lance s family members are too old to fight, but after the first Battle of Manassas,
when the wounded Confederate soldiers arrive by the hundreds to be treated in Charlottesville
hospitals, the whole world changes. My Lady busies herself with sewing bandages and supplies for
the soldiers. Warner prepares crops to be sent to local hospitals, and Lucilla and Lance begin the
most important task of all: caring for the injured boys, twenty thousand by the war s end. In March
of 1865, the...
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This ebook might be worth a read, and superior to other. It is probably the most remarkable book i have got read. Its been designed in an remarkably
straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading this publication where really modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Alex  Ziem e DDS-- Alex  Ziem e DDS

Here is the best ebook i actually have go through until now. It really is simplistic but shocks within the fi y percent in the ebook. Your daily life period will
probably be transform once you total reading this book.
-- Ela ina  Funk-- Ela ina  Funk
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